Supply Chain Management
Creating an End-to-End Solution

Supply chain management is all about knowing when, where and how much of a
product to create and distribute. The Inspirage Supply Chain Management (SCM)
Practice specializes in Oracle Supply Chain Management (sometimes referred to
as Value Chain Planning) applications, both on premise and in the Cloud. Inspirage
was founded by former Oracle Product Development Managers from this space. We
have both depth and breadth of knowledge and the largest concentration of business
process and application consulting expertise exclusively focused in this area.
This gives us a foundation of knowledge that we continue to build on as we partner
with our clients to bring them real results.
At its heart, supply chain management encompasses anything your company does
from the time a product is brainstormed until consumers hold it in their hands. You
introduce a product, forecast how much demand there will be and therefore how
many you need to manufacture, set up your supply chain network and then get the
product from point A to point B. Warehousing, marketing and inventory management
are all key parts of the intricate process.
For something that can be explained so simply, supply chain management requires
a comprehensive strategy that can get quite complicated at times. Maintaining a
healthy supply chain effectively boils down to how well managers can gather supply
and demand information and then turn that data into actionable insights from which
they can base their operations.

To learn more about our Supply
Chain Management practice, visit us
online at www.inspirage.com/VCP

The Inspirage Advantage
The Inspirage SCM Practice specializes in Oracle Supply Chain Management – both on premise and in the Cloud – and
the associated business processes. Our SCM practice picks up from our Innovation Management team with expertise in
inventory management, supply chain planning and supply/demand analysis, among other critical aspects of your business
including order management and procurement – we can help you deploy and optimize your Oracle solutions to transform
your supply chain.
Working with our team of experts you can quickly achieve time-to-value with your Oracle SCM investments and see the
following results that impact the bottom line for your organization:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Optimize inventories
Increase profit margins
Reduce costs
Increase throughput
Improve quality
And much more

What sets Inspirage apart? Our teams come to the table with extensive knowledge about the supply chain, no matter what
industry you call home. We don’t bring in other companies to assess your data and give you results; instead, our own
experts use their knowledge of the industry to provide support. In short, we know how to use your Oracle SCM solutions,
but we also have specific knowledge from our many years of working in the very fields you operate in.

Supply Chain Management Areas of Expertise
One of the greatest advantages about partnering with Inspirage for your supply chain management needs is that while we
can build your solutions from the ground up, we don’t necessarily have to start at the bottom. With our extensive industry
experience, coupled with our deep understanding of the technology, we have the foundation necessary to help you
transform your supply chain processes.
Our functional expertise falls into 6 core areas:
• Strategic and Tactical Planning: Build a robust planning process that enables you to rapidly respond to market
drivers, align your organization, and communicate demand signals effectively.
• Procurement: Automate procurement processes to reduce costs and drive compliance to optimize asset usage
• Manufacturing: Streamline your entire production cycle from research and development to cost and quality
management using comprehensive manufacturing solutions.
• Fulfillment: Economically capture and process the perfect order, manage inventory and allocation and
communicate the right demand signal to your supply chain.
• Spares, Service & Reverse Logistics: Consider the whole process in reverse to build a comprehensive supply
chain which cost effectively manages your assets and service levels
• Project & Portfolio Management: Align people, projects, processes and resources through effective project
and portfolio management.
All of our services are geared toward helping your company use data to improve operations. These solutions can be
tailored to any business’s needs. Using our years of industry-focused expertise, we can help you understand exactly the
supply chain issues that you need to surmount and how to handle them in order to deliver projects on time and on budget.

Applications and Services
The global supply chain is becoming more complex. Everything was simpler in years past, when companies could create,
build and ship their products all from a single supply chain. This simplified model is no longer the reality. Businesses
can’t afford to let any part of their supply chain — from product design to delivery — hold them back from outpacing the
competition or staying ahead of what customers demand. It’s no longer enough to have a well functioning logistics
organization, supply chain or product design process. To achieve real agility and enable innovation, product-focused
companies need all these things working together in a truly integrated supply chain so supply chain managers can keep
up with changing global marketplaces.

One of the key advantages of partnering with Inspirage for your supply chain management needs is that we do all of our
consulting and implementation work ourselves. This means we won’t be bringing in outside subcontractors to help you
develop and use your SCM tools. When you choose Inspirage, you choose more than a consultant. You hire an experienced
global team capable of in-depth collaboration. Our employees have an average of a decade’s worth of experience, mostly
working with Oracle applications.
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Our deep supply chain experience enables Inspirage leaders to build relationships with Oracle and stay ahead of changes
in industry and customer needs. In addition, because Inspirage invests in finding and keeping the best talent in the field,
we offer our customers the accountability, knowledge and lower risk that comes with experience. We truly are a one-stop
shop when it comes to making sure you maintain an optimized inventory and create the right kind of value within your
supply chain, taking the data you collect and using it to distil best practices for your specific business.

Featured Solutions
We have hundreds of supply chain management solutions
that have been tailored to specific needs when a client
comes to us for help. Our pre-built solutions all leverage
Oracle Supply Chain Planning applications to help clients
jumpstart their projects, reduce risks and improve time to
value. You want to get the most out of your Oracle VCP
software investments, and Inspirage can do just that.
This is by no means an exhaustive list. Our industry
experts can use these tools as a foundation from which
to build your own personal solution – so if you don’t see
something here, don’t hesitate to ask.
Our familiarity with Oracle SCM and SCM Cloud applications
and our years of industry-focused expertise can work to
your advantage. Supply chain challenges don’t have to be
insurmountable, and projects don’t have to fail. Partner with
Inspirage to design and implement solutions that work to
deliver your project on time and on budget. Get in touch with
our experts for more information about how our Oracle SCM
solutions can make a difference in your supply chain.

Cloud Applications
Planning Central Cloud
Manufacturing Cloud
Procurement Cloud
Order Management Cloud
On Premise Applications
Advanced Planning Command Center
Predictive Trade Planning & Optimization
Demand Management
Real-Time S&OP
Deduction & Settlement Management
Advanced Forecasting & Demand Modeling
Strategic Network Optimization
Advanced Supply Chain Planning
Demand Signal Repository
Inventory Optimization

SCM Applications
Inspirage offers consulting and implementation services
for several Oracle SCM solutions both on premise and in
the Cloud. Inspirage has been a Cloud Co-Development
partner for SCM applications since 2012 and we have
over 100 seasoned supply chain consultants trained and
certified on R11 and R12 and are prepared for R13 versions
of the next generation of Oracle supply chain applications.

Service Parts Planning
Production Scheduling
Global Order Promising
Collaborative Planning
Manufacturing Operations Center
Rapid Planning

Cloud Application Expertise
Inspirage is an Oracle Platinum Partner Cloud Premier specializing in Oracle Supply
Chain Management applications. By achieving the Cloud Premier designation, Inspirage has
demonstrated success in implementing Oracle Supply Chain Management cloud solutions for customers around the world.
Our dedicated consultants have achieved specializations in numerous cloud applications including Oracle Supply Chain
Management Cloud, Oracle Procurement Cloud, and Oracle Financials Cloud.
www.inspirage.com | info@inspirage.com
Inspirage is the integrated supply chain specialist firm solving business critical challenges from design to delivery. The company delivers
end-to-end consulting and implementation solutions that link Innovation Management, Supply Chain Management and Logistics
Management. Inspirage partners with their customers to break down information silos and optimize performance to accelerate innovation,
fuel growth and achieve operational excellence.
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